Purpose Epilepsy-associated stigma is an important patient-centered outcome, yet quantification remains challenging. Jacoby's 3-item Stigma Scale is commonly used to assess felt stigma among people with epilepsy (PWE) yet has ceiling effects. The Stigma Scale of Epilepsy (SSE) is a 24-item instrument that measures felt stigma among PWE and stigmatizing attitudes among others. If cross-culturally valid, the SSE may elucidate stigma determinants and provide an outcome measure for interventions. Methods We assessed the properties of the SSE in 102 Zambian PWE using exploratory and confirmatory item response theories and compared the latent traits assessed by the SSE to those assessed by Jacoby's Stigma Scale. Differential item functioning based on forced disclosure of epilepsy was examined.
Introduction
Epilepsy-associated stigma is an often overlooked patientcentered outcome. Influenced by age of onset [1] , seizure severity [2] , and societal forces [3] , stigma is a substantial, yet modifiable, problem for people with epilepsy (PWE) [4] . Linked to decreased well-being [5] , poor health outcomes [6] , increased prevalence of abuse [7] , and decreased patient satisfaction [2] , stigma reduction efforts are ongoing [8] . However, little consensus exists on how to measure stigma.
From a theoretical perspective, stigma is divided into enacted and felt stigma [4] . Enacted stigma describes beliefs held by the public that would manifest as discrimination [9] . Most attempts to measure enacted stigma assess epilepsy-associated knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP) among the public [4, 10] . Felt stigma describes self-stigmatization by PWE resulting from epilepsy-associated shame and fear of discrimination [4, 9, 11] . International surveys suggest that stigma is a universal construct [1, 12] . Customized instruments may more completely capture the local burden of stigma, but are challenging to develop and prohibit cross-cultural comparisons. The most frequently employed instrument for felt stigma is Jacoby's Stigma Scale [13] . This instrument measures PWE's perception of enacted stigma in their community [14] , which theoretically contributes to felt stigma but may not fully encompass it, and has been used to assess felt stigma associated with other conditions [15, 16] . The original dichotomous responses were revised to correct a ceiling effect [3] , though this version is rarely used [17, 18] .
A cross-cultural instrument which could quantify both KAP and felt stigma would facilitate cross-cultural studies of stigma determinants and would be valuable for stigma reduction interventions [19] . The 24-item Stigma Scale of Epilepsy (SSE) may fulfill this need [20] . Developed in Brazil [20] , the SSE has been used in India [21] and Bolivia [22] .
We administered the SSE and Jacoby's Stigma Scale to Zambian PWE to assess the utility of the SSE. We conducted exploratory and confirmatory item response theory (IRT) analyses to examine the SSE's underlying traits and to compare these traits to those assessed by Jacoby's Stigma Scale. Lastly, as research indicated that felt stigma varies based on forced disclosure of epilepsy [3] , we assessed differential item functioning of the SSE.
Methods
In October 2009, we interviewed 102 PWE using the SSE and Jacoby's Stigma Scale. Basic demographic data, epilepsy characteristics, and community disclosure status were collected. The appropriate ethical approvals were obtained.
Characteristics of the study sample Demographic, clinical, and economic information is shown in Table 1 . Interviews were conducted as part of baseline surveys for a study of peer support groups. Individuals were selected for participation from a pool of PWE receiving epilepsy care at three health centers. All individuals completed both assessments. Direct translations of the instruments were not feasible as Zambia has seven official languages and immense variation in dialects. English is the most common second language; therefore, instruments were provided to interviewers in English, so they could be translated to suit participants. A short training session was held with the interviewers during which each instrument was discussed in detail, the nuances of each item in English were mastered, and translation to local dialects was practiced.
Analytic plan
Interviews were conducted on paper and entered into Microsoft Excel. Descriptive statistics were calculated for each SSE item, and the distribution of responses was compared to the Brazilian validation [20] using v 2 tests. We used IRT modeling to examine the validity of the SSE for our sample [23] . We used IRT in both exploratory and confirmatory approaches to examine the dimensionality of the SSE to better understand stigma as measured by the SSE and Jacoby's Stigma Scale. A root-mean-square error of approximation (RMSEA) \0.06 was considered indicative of acceptable model fit [24] . A fundamental assumption of IRT is that variations in responses are determined by the underlying traits and not by extrinsic factors [23] . Previous research among individuals with stigmatized conditions like epilepsy and HIV suggests that those who have their condition involuntarily disclosed experience greater stigma [3, 25] . Therefore, we used differential item functioning analysis to examine the effect of forced disclosure on SSE responses.
Descriptive statistics and comparisons to data gathered in Brazil [20] were performed using SAS (version 9.3, SAS, Cary). Mplus (version 7.11, Muthén and Muthén, Los Angeles) was used to conduct the exploratory IRT analyses, which is equivalent to exploratory item factor analysis. Confirmatory IRT analyses and tests of differential item functioning were completed using IRTPRO (version 2.1, Scientific Software International, Inc, Lincolnwood).
Results

Descriptive statistics
Participants exhibited a full range of felt stigma. Using Jacoby's Stigma Scale, 41 adults (60 %) and 27 youth (79 %) reported felt stigma. Most participants provided responses to all items. Generally in IRT, a small proportion of missing item responses is ignorable and has no effect on trait level estimates. Table 2 depicts the frequency of SSE responses from Zambian PWE to responses. These were compared to responses given by the Brazilian validation population. Generally, Zambian PWE selected responses indicating greater stigma than Brazilian PWE. Despite this, more Zambians believed that PWE can control their epilepsy (p \ 0.001). In addition, Brazilian PWE expressed feeling more scared (p \ 0.0001) and fear (p = 0.003) when they saw a seizure than Zambian PWE, as well as feeling more dependent (p = 0.02). Only one Zambian PWE (1 %) indicated that he thought epilepsy was not associated with prejudice (answered ''not at all'' to all items associated with question 5).
SSE dimensionality
The exploratory IRT analysis supported a model for the SSE with two latent traits (eigenvalues 7.956 and 3.200, respectively), as shown in the associated scree plot (Fig. 1) . This model fit adequately (RMSEA = 0.057), and the three latent trait model did not provide substantially better fit (RMSEA = 0.050). The two latent trait model accounted for 46.5 % of the cumulative variance seen in item responses (Fig. 2 ). An item was considered to contribute to a latent trait if its promax-rotated loading for that factor was[0.4. Item 1 did not load onto either latent trait and was eliminated. The first latent trait included questions regarding the difficulties faced by PWE and prejudice associated with epilepsy, whereas the second latent trait included questions regarding the respondent's sentiments when he/she witnesses a seizure and how the respondent believes that PWE feel. The latent traits were moderately correlated (-0.41) with a high correlation between items 2 and 3 (0.979). Further inquiry attributed this to translation. In two of the local languages, scared and fear are described using nearly identical words. Because fear had a higher loading, scared was removed from further analysis.
Item discriminations and difficulties for the confirmatory IRT analysis are reported in Table 3 . To compare the latent traits assessed by the SSE to those assessed by Jacoby's Stigma Scale, a second confirmatory analysis was run in which the items from Jacoby's Stigma Scale were allowed to be associated with both latent traits identified for the SSE. This analysis demonstrated significant associations for Jacoby's Stigma Scale items only on the first latent trait, perceptions of difficulties and prejudices associated with epilepsy. All three items from Jacoby's Stigma Scale had factor loadings [0.5 for the first trait, but below 0.3 for the second trait. That is, Jacoby's Stigma Scale does not assess self-stigmatization by PWE.
Differential item functioning
The effect of epilepsy disclosure on SSE responses was tested using a differential item functioning analysis. Just over half of adults reported forced disclosure. Differential item functioning was present for items 5 and 13 (p = 0.001 and p = 0.046, respectively), meaning that PWE who experience forced disclosure endorse feeling more pity (item 5) and greater worry (item 13) when they see an epileptic seizure than PWE who have not experienced forced disclosure. Both items were associated with the second latent trait, suggesting that forced disclosure may be associated with greater negative feelings associated with epilepsy.
Discussion
The distinction between felt and enacted stigma has long been recognized, as has the belief that felt stigma can be present without enacted stigma [9, 11] . Social scientists suggest that this is because felt stigma is influenced by the interpretation of discrimination as well as sentiments associated with epilepsy [14] . Our findings support concerns that Jacoby's Stigma Scale does not capture the latter component of felt stigma [9] . Researchers using this measure for other conditions may need to consider additional instruments.
The SSE identifies both PWE's perception of difficulties and prejudices associated with epilepsy as well as epilepsyassociated sentiments. Although the SSE has been critiqued for including epilepsy's impact on PWE [4] , these questions represent PWE's sentiments regarding epilepsy. If these findings are confirmed using other populations, the SSE may provide substantial insight into felt stigma.
The removal of item 1 as well as a correlation between items 2 and 3 suggests that the SSE could be shortened. Previous investigations have attempted to address interitem correlation; in Bolivia, ''scared'' was replaced with ''shock'' [22] . In addition, the standardized stigma score calculation provided by Fernandes et al. [20] does not reflect both aspects of felt stigma assessed by the SSE. Thus, we recommend creating separate scores for the two aspects of felt stigma by summing scores on the salient items associated with each latent trait (i.e., see Table 3 ).
As all participants were identified through clinics, respondents are not representative of all PWE in this setting due to the sizable number of Zambian PWE who are in need of epilepsy treatment but do not have access to it (''treatment gap''). Individuals not receiving care would be expected to have greater stigma as disease severity is associated with stigma [2] . In addition, the SSE was administered only to PWE, and reliability was not examined. Future research should examine SSE properties when administered to the public to assess stigmatizing attitudes.
Since initiating this study, two additional felt stigma measures have been published. The Kilifi Stigma Scale was developed as a culturally appropriate measure for PWE in Kenya; however, the authors' factor analysis indicated that, like Jacoby's Stigma Scale, only one latent trait is assessed [12] . In addition, the Stigma Scale for chronic illness was developed to assess stigma associated with neurological conditions in the USA; however, transnational data have yet to be published [26] . Social stigma continues to be a problem for PWE in developed and developing countries. Accurate characterization is essential for stigma reduction interventions to succeed. The SSE appears to capture aspects of felt stigma that were theorized yet never quantified. As a result, this instrument may improve our understanding of epilepsyassociated stigma, especially if it is found to also accurately assess enacted stigma.
